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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a progressive motion vector resolution
(PMVR) method for High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC). In the proposed scheme, high motion vector (MV)
resolutions, e.g. 1/4 or 1/8 pixel resolution, are employed
for MVs near to the motion vector predictor (MVP) and low
MV resolutions are employed for MVs far from the MVP.
The range of each MV resolution is indicated by a threshold
parameter. And a new motion vector difference (MVD)
derivation method is designed to encode MVD efficiently.
Experimental results show that PMVR with 1/8 pixel
motion search can achieve a BD-rate gain up to 16% with
almost the same coding time with HM8.0, and for PMVR
without 1/8 pixel motion search, up to 6.1% BD-rate gain
can be achieved with 9% encoding time saving on average.
Index Terms— video coding, HEVC, MV resolution,
MVD
1. INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, the rapid development of digital
video compression technology has promoted the prosperity
of digital video industry, including digital TVs, digital
cameras, etc. The latest video coding standard HEVC [1] is
developed by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video
Coding (JCT-VC), which is formed by the ISO/IEC MPEG
and ITU-T VCEG standardization organizations. So far,
HEVC has been released, and it can achieve 50% or even
more bits saving compared to H.264/AVC [2] with
comparable visual quality.
Motion prediction and motion vector (MV) coding
plays a key role in video coding process. Usually, higher
resolution MV can achieve more accurate motion
compensation, but the problem is high resolution MV will
also increase the coding overhead of MV. So it is very
important to achieve a good balance between the motion
vector resolution and the coding overhead. In the state-ofthe-art video coding standards, usually 1/4 pixel MV
resolution is used for luma prediction. Moreover, to reduce

the bits used for MV coding, a motion vector predictor
(MVP) is derived from the spatial and temporal neighboring
blocks, and MV is actually coded as the difference between
the MV and MVP. In HEVC, an advanced motion vector
prediction (AMVP) scheme is designed, in which a motion
vector candidates set is constructed from the spatial
neighboring blocks and the temporal co-located block in the
reference picture, and the best MVP is selected with the
optimal rate distortion cost. Moreover, a “merge” mode is
added for inter prediction, allowing the inheritance of MVs
from the neighboring prediction units (PUs) [3][4], and skip
mode is actually a special case of merge mode when the
residuals of current block are all equal to zero.
In the standardization process of HEVC, the MV
coding has been widely studied. In JCTVC-A121 [5], an
adaptive motion vector resolution (AMVR) method is
proposed, in which MV resolution is adaptively selected
between 1/4 and 1/8 pixel for each block. To signal the MV
resolution to the decoder, additional parameters have to be
coded at block level. Therefore, the performance of AMVR
is degraded due to the increasing overhead.
In this paper, we propose a progressive motion vector
resolution (PMVR) method for HEVC. In PMVR, the MV
resolution can be progressively decreased with the
increasing magnitude of the MVD. The range of higher MV
resolution is controlled by thresholds signaled at slice level,
which can reduce the overhead coding compared with
AMVR. Moreover, an efficient MVD coding method is
proposed, to improve the coding efficiency further.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of motion vector coding techniques in
HEVC. Section 3 describes the proposed PMVR method.
Experimental results and analysis are presented in Section 4.
Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. OVERVIEW OF MOTION VECTOR CODING
TECHNIQUES IN HEVC
In HEVC, two inter-prediction modes are employed for
inter coding blocks: inter mode and merge mode. For inter
mode, the advanced motion vector prediction (AMVP)

method is used for MVP derivation. The AMVP candidates
include two spatial MV candidates and one temporal MV
candidate in each reference frame, and the best one is
selected with rate-distortion optimization (RDO) decision
[6]. The index of the optimal MV candidate and the
reference picture are explicitly transmitted to the decoder.
Generally, motion estimation is performed around the
selected MVP, and the difference between the MVP and the
actual MV is also signaled in the bit stream. For merge
mode, however, the motion information is directly inherited
from one of the spatial neighboring blocks or a temporal colocated block on the reference picture with minimum POC
difference from current picture within reference picture list
0 or list 1. The reference picture list flag is signaled in the
slice header. Therefore, no motion information is needed for
the decoder but a “merge index” is coded to indicate which
candidate to be used. Particularly, the skip mode is actually
a special case of merge mode when the residuals of current
block are all equal to zero.
Given the reference picture list and index, the spatial
and temporal MV prediction candidates are shown in Fig. 1.
For AMVP, the two spatial candidates are derived based on
the five spatial neighbor blocks (A0, A1, B0, B1 and B2).
The first MV candidate is selected from A0 and A1 in order,
and the second one from B0, B1 and B2 in order. If a
neighbor block is unavailable or intra coded, then the MV
candidate corresponding to this block is ignored. The
temporal MV candidate is scaled from the MV of the colocated block based on the POC distances, as shown in Fig.
2. The co-located block is T0 by default if it is available,
inside the current coding tree unit (CTU) and not intra
coded, otherwise T1 will be selected. Finally, if the number
of the selected MV candidates is less than two, zero MV
candidates will be added to make sure it equals to two.
B2
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blocks are checked in order A1, B1, B0, A0 and B2, and B2
is considered only when any of the four previous blocks is
unavailable or coded in intra mode. Secondly, the temporal
merge candidate derivation is the same as AMVP, except
that no reference picture index is signaled to decoder.
Finally, if the number of merge candidates doesn't reach the
maximum number of merge candidates (signaled in the slice
header), combined bi-predictive merge candidates using two
candidates in different reference list found during the first
two steps (only for B slices) and zero MV candidates are
added until the condition is met.
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Fig.2. MV scaling for temporal MV candidate

3. PROPOSED PMVR METHOD
In both H.264/AVC and HEVC, it is observed that MV
close to the MVP is more likely to be optimal in the rate
distortion sense. For pixel positions closer to the MVP, it is
worth searching MV with higher accuracy. Otherwise, for
pixel positions farther from the MVP, which are less likely
to be optimal, lower accuracy is enough for MV search.
Therefore, it is proposed to employ different MV
resolutions in a progressive manner. That is, using higher
MV resolution for MVs near to the MVP and lower MV
resolution for MVs far from the MVP. As we know, the MV
resolution is always set to 1/4 pixel in HEVC. In principle,
PMVR can support any number of resolutions. However,
only up to three sub-pixel resolutions (1/8, 1/4, and 1/2
pixel) are supported as a tradeoff between the coding
performance and complexity.
3.1. Limited 1/4 pixel and 1/8 pixel positions

T1

First, to support 1/8 pixel resolution, 1/8 pixel luma
interpolation filter and 1/16 pixel chroma interpolation filter
are derived using the DCT-IF method [7], as shown in Table
1.
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Fig.1. MV candidate set for inter, merge and skip mode

For merge and skip mode, they share the same candidate
set with AMVP except for different derivation method.
Firstly, for spatial merge candidates, the five neighbor

Table 1. Proposed interpolation filter
(a) 8-tap 6-bit 1/8 pixel luma interpolation filter
Position

Filter Coefficients

1/8

{-1, 3,

-6,

62,

9,

-4,

2, -1}

3/8

{-2, 5, -12, 50, 30, -10, 4, -1}

(b) 4-tap 6-bit 1/16 pixel chroma interpolation filter
Position

Filter Coefficients

1/16

{-2,

63,

4

-1}

3/16

{-5,

59,

13

-3}

5/16

{-6,

52,

23,

-5}

7/16

{-7,

43,

34,

-6}

The 1/4 (1/8) pixel MV positions are disabled when
they are outside of the specific 1/4 (1/8) pixel range. Fig. 3
illustrates the MV resolution restriction, in which the red
square indicates the 1/4 pixel range and the blue square
indicates the 1/8 pixel range.

integer or half pixel position from the MVP as shown in (3)(4); If the MVP is at 1/8 pixel position as shown in Fig. 4,
both the CTRq and CTRe are converted to integer or half
pixel position from the MVP as shown in (1)-(4).
For an extreme case, when THe = 0, the 1/8 pixel MV
resolution is actually disabled except for skip and merge
mode. In this case, the MVP of inter mode except skip and
merge mode has to be converted to 1/4 pixel accuracy as
follows:
MVPx = (MVPx >> 1) << 1
(5)
MVPy = (MVPy >> 1) << 1
(6)
Furthermore, when THe = THq = 0, even the 1/4 pixel MV
resolution is disabled. In this case, the MVP of inter mode
except skip and merge mode should be converted to half
pixel accuracy as follows:
MVPx = (MVPx >> 2) << 2
(7)
MVPy = (MVPy >> 2) << 2
(8)
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Fig. 3. MV resolution range in PMVR when the MVP is at half
pixel position ((THq, THe) = (4, 2))

The variables THq and THe are two thresholds (in units
of 1/8 pixel) to define the square range size of 1/4 pixel
position and 1/8 pixel position respectively. THq and THe
are restricted to be exact multiples of 2 and 4, respectively.
Furthermore, THq should not be less than THe.
CTRq (CTRqx, CTRqy) and CTRe (CTRex, CTRey) are
the center of the range of 1/4 pixel and 1/8 pixel positions,
and they are derived from the MVP (MVPx, MVPy) as
follows:
CTRex = (MVPx >> 1) << 1
(1)
CTRey = (MVPy >> 1) << 1
(2)
CTRqx = ((MVPx+1) >> 2) << 2
(3)
CTRqy = ((MVPy+1) >> 2) << 2
(4)
It can be seen from (1)-(4) that CTRe is the nearest
quarter pixel position to MVP and CTRq is the nearest half
pixel position to MVP. If the MVP is just at integer or half
pixel positions, then the MVP, CTRq and CTRe coincide as
shown in Fig. 3; If the MVP is at 1/4 pixel position, the
MVP and CTRe coincide, but the CTRq is converted to
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Fig. 4. MV resolution range in PMVR when the MVP is at 1/8
pixel position ((THq, THe) = (4, 2))

With the proposed limited 1/4 pixel and 1/8 pixel MV
positions, the motion estimation can be simplified. For each
1/4 pixel MV candidate MVC (MVCx, MVCy), if |MVCx –
CTRx| > THq or |MVCy – CTRy| > THq, then the MVC is
skipped. For each 1/8 pixel MV candidate MVC, if |MVCx –
CTRx| > THe or |MVCy – CTRy| > THe, then the MVC is
skipped.
3.2. Efficient MVD representation
With the 1/4 pixel range and 1/8 pixel range described in
the previous section, actually there are three cases of MV
position:
 Inside the 1/8 pixel range (e.g. A in Fig. 4).
 Inside the 1/4 pixel range and outside the 1/8 pixel
range (e.g. B in Fig. 4).

 Outside the 1/4 pixel range (e.g. C in Fig. 4).
For the second and third case, 1/4 pixel accuracy and 1/2
pixel accuracy are enough for MV representation,
respectively. However, the original MVD which is directly
equal to MV minus MVP, has to be in 1/8 pixel accuracy
because the MVP may be in any position. Therefore, we use
a piecewise compression method to reduce the MVD value.
To be specific, for the first case of MV position, the MV is
kept unchanged; for the second case, the part of MV
exceeding 1/8 pixel range (limited by THe) is reduced to
half of its original size; otherwise the part of MV exceeding
1/8 pixel range and 1/4 pixel range (limited by THq) are
reduced to half and one fourth of its original size,
respectively. Then the MVD is equal to the difference
between the “new” MV and the MVP as before. The
detailed derivation method is provided as Algorithm 1
below. For example, the MVD value (MVDx, MVDy) of
typical position A, B and C in Fig. 4 before and after
conversion are listed in Table 2, with the MVP, MV, CTRe
and CTRq as input. By this means fewer bits are used for
MVD coding and no extra flag has to be signaled at block
level to indicate the MV resolution because the MV position
information is kept in MVD with piecewise method. After
that, the converted MVD is coded with CABAC in the same
way as HEVC.
Table 2. Example of MVD conversion (the top-left sample of the
current block is pointed out in Fig. 4)
Input

Ouput

Position
M VP

MV

CTRe

CTRq

Original
M VD

Proposed
M VD

A

(9, 10)

(10, 10)

(8, 10)

(8, 8)

(1, 0)

(1, 0)

B

(9, 10)

(12, 8)

(8, 10)

(8, 8)

(3, -2)

(2, -1)

C

(9, 10)

(16, 4)

(8, 10)

(8, 8)

(7, -6)

(3, -1)

Algorithm 1: MVD derivation at the encoder
Input : MV, MVP, CTRq, CTRe
Ouput : MVD
Begin
–
If | MVx - CTRqx | > THq
– S = sign(MVx – CTRqx)
– MVDx = CTRex + S*THe
+ ((CTRqx + S*THq) – (CTRex + S*THe)) / 2
+ (MVx – (CTRqx + S*THq)) / 4 - MVPx
– MVDy = (MVy – CTRqy) / 4
–
Elseif | MVy - CTRqy | > THq
– Similar to x component above
–
Elseif | MVx - CTRex | > THe
– S = sign(MVx – CTRex)
– MVDx = CTRex + S*THe
+ (MVx – (CTRex + S*THe)) / 2 - MVPx

–
–

– MVDy = (MVy – CTRey) / 2
Elseif | MVy - CTRey | > THe
– Similar to x component above
Else
– MVDx = MVx – MVPx
– MVDy = MVy – MVPy

End

At the decoder, the MV is derived in reverse from the
formulas which are detailed in Algorithm 1, according to its
position. The MV position can be judged from the relation
between the MVD, MVP, THq and THe. The derivation
method is detailed in Algorithm 2, with the MVD, MVP,
CTRq and CTRe as input.
Algorithm 2: MV derivation at the decoder
Input : MVD, MVP, CTRq, CTRe
Ouput : MV
Begin
–
CTRavgx = (CTRqx + CTRex) / 2
–
CTRavgy = (CTRqy + CTRey) / 2
–
THavg = (THq + THe) / 2
–
TMVx = MVDx + MVPx
–
TMVy = MVDy + MVPy
–
If | TMVx - CTRavgx | > THavg
– S = sign(TMVx - CTRavgx)
– MVx = TMVx * 4
– (CTRex + S*THe) * 4
– ((CTRqx + S*THq) – (CTRex + S*THe)) * 2
+ (CTRqx + S*THq)
– MVy = MVDy * 4 + CTRqy
–
Elseif | TMVy - CTRavgy | > THavg
– Similar to x component above
–
Elseif | TMVx - CTRex | > THe
– S = sign(TMVx – CTRex)
– MVx = TMVx * 2- (CTRex + S*THe) * 2
+ (CTRex + S*THe)
– MVy = MVDy * 2 + CTRey
–
Elseif | TMVy - CTRey | > THe
– Similar to x component above
–
Else
– MVx = MVDx + MVPx
– MVy = MVDy + MVPy
End

3.3. Threshold selection

The values of the threshold THq and THe have a great effect
on the coding performance and complexity. The smaller the
threshold, the more MV positions can be skipped during
ME, thereby more time saving can be achieved at the
encoder and the distortion may get larger since the MV
accuracy get lower. Meanwhile, fewer coding bits are used
for MVD coding. The opposite result is got with the
threshold set larger. Experientially, THq = 4 and THe = 2
can achieve the best RD performance with almost the same
encoding and decoding time. While THq = 4 and THe = 0
can achieve both encoding time reduction and RD
performance improvement.

complexity for the encoder. However, 1/8 pixel MVs can
still be derived by MV scaling in skip or merge mode, and
thus coding performance can still be improved in this case.
From Table 4, it can be seen that for (THq, THe) = (4, 0)
case, it can provide 1.4%, 1.0% and 1.7% BD-rate gain on
average for RA-Main, LB-Main and LP-Main respectively
with around 9% encoding time reduction.
To further compare the proposed algorithm with the
Anchor, the Rate-Distortion performance curves of some
typical test sequences are shown in Fig. 5. It can be
intuitively seen that, PMVR achieves better R-D
performance than HM8.0.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 4. Performance of PMVR with (THq, THe)=(4, 0)
vs HM8.0 Anchor

To verify the performance of the proposed PMVR method,
it has been implemented into HEVC reference software
HM8.0. Simulations are conducted for test sequences
PeopleOnStreet, Kimono, BasketballDrive, BasketballDrill,
BQMall, PartyScene, BQSquare and BlowingBubbles under
common test conditions defined in [8]. Two cases (THq,
THe) = (4, 2) and (THq, THe) = (4, 0) are tested and the
experimental results are shown in the following two tables.
From Table 3, it can be seen that for (THq, THe) = (4, 2)
case, proposed PMVR can provide 1.7%, 1,4% and 3.8%
BD-rate gain on average for RA-Main, LB-Main and LPMain respectively with almost the same time cost as HM8.0
Anchor. Specially, the maximum BD-rate gain is 16% for
sequence BQSquare. The reason is that BQsquare is a
sequence with a slow-moving shot far away and lots of
scenes of water wave, which needs high MV resolution (1/8
or higher) for slowly zooming and moving scene as well as
waving water. Therefore, PMVR with 1/8 pixel resolution is
particularly useful for full-view sequences with slow scene
moving because it can provide both more accurate motion
compensation and fewer MVD coding bits than HM8.0
Anchor.
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Table 3. Performance of PMVR with (THq, THe)=(4, 2)
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As an extreme case with THe = 0, 1/8 pixel positions
are actually disabled in motion search, which keeps low

Fig. 5. The rate-distortion curves of PMVR ((THq, THe)=(4,
2)) and the anchor

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a progressive motion vector resolution
adaptation method for HEVC. The novelty of this scheme
lies in that we progressively adjust the MV resolution based
on the distance between the MV and MVP and restrict the
resolution ranges by simple thresholds. Moreover, a
piecewise MVD derivation method is applied to code MVD
efficiently. Experimental results show that PMVR can

achieve significant BD-rate gain with almost the same or
less time cost as HM8.0.
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